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High-resolution inelastic He-atom surface scattering experiments have been carried out on anin situ cleaved
NaCl~001! crystal surface for the incident wave-vector range of 4.29–6.07 Å21 in the ^110& high-symmetry
direction to detect the recently predicted effect, the focused inelastic resonance~FIR!. The scattering angle for
the resonance in thê110& direction is uniquely predicted based on the reciprocal lattice vector exchanged in
the process for the bound stateue1u53.460.1 meV. This value is slightly lower than the 3.760.4 meV value
found in the literature. The convincing evidence for the FIR effect comes from a systematic analysis of the
angular distributions in combination with an energy analysis based on time-of-flight spectra.

I. INTRODUCTION

The elastic and the inelastic scattering of nearly monoen-
ergetic helium atoms from single crystal surfaces,1 besides
providing basic information on the statics and dynamics of
the surface, show a large variety of resonant and focusing
processes involving both phonons and bound states in the
attractive part of the atom-surface potential.2–10 These in-
clude elastic selective adsorption~SA!;2,11kinematical focus-
ing ~KF!;12 phonon-assisted selective adsorption~PASA!,
sometimes called inelastic bound-state resonance;6 and, more
recently, focused inelastic resonances~FIR’s!.13 Many of the
early studies have been based on measurements of angular
distributions without an energy analysis of the scattered
beam.2–4 As a result, many features in the angular distribu-
tions could not be uniquely assigned. The development and
use of the time-of-flight~TOF! method in single-phonon col-
lisional experiments has made it possible to evaluate more
carefully all of these features.10

In this work, we report a search for and systematic mea-
surements of the FIR effect. This focusing enhancement in
intensity of a FIR occurs when the following two conditions
in energy transfer (\v) and parallel wave-vector change
(DK) space are met:~i! the scan curve and the inelastic
resonance curve for a particular bound state are tangent to
each other and~ii ! this tangency point crosses the Rayleigh
surface phonon mode or any other surface or bulk phonon
mode.13

The most precise values of bound states are usually ob-
tained from the experimental determination of elastic and
inelastic resonances in angular distributions, the former re-
sulting in minima and maxima in the intensity of specular
and diffraction peaks,4,14,15 the latter usually in sharp
maxima in the inelastic intensity between the diffraction
peaks.10 The FIR measurements offer an opportunity to de-
termine the bound state under another more restricted kine-
matical condition. This aids in establishing the bound-state
energies in the He-surface potential and improves our under-
standing of the scattering mechanisms of He from corrugated
crystal surfaces.2,4 Furthermore, these mechanisms guide us
in our thinking about how other atoms and molecules could
gain or lose energy in their collisions with a surface.

In the next section a short theoretical description of the

FIR effect is given. In Sec. III we describe briefly the scat-
tering apparatus. The experimental evidence of this effect in
angular distributions on NaCl~001! is presented in Sec. IV
along with a discussion of results. The effects of the FIR
mechanism on the TOF spectra are analyzed in Sec. V. Con-
cluding remarks are given in Sec. VI.

II. THEORY OF FOCUSED INELASTIC RESONANCES

The focused inelastic resonance recently proposed by
Benedek and Miret-Artes13 occurs when in\v-DK space the
scan curve~SC! and the PASA curve6,9 representing the
bound-state resonance condition are tangent to each other
and the tangency point corresponds to some surface or bulk
phonon. The scan curve, we recall,17 is a simple kinematic
relationship for single surface-phonon collisions. It combines
the conservation of parallel momentum and total energy in
the atom-surface interaction and is written as

\v52Ei1Ei~11DK/Ki !
2sin2Q i /sin

2Q f , ~1!

whereDK is the parallel wave vector exchanged in the in-
elastic scattering process,Ki5kisinQi is the parallel compo-
nent of the incident wave vectorki , Ei is the incident energy
of the He atoms,\v is the energy of the phonon, andQ i and
Q f are the incident and final scattering angles measured with
respect to the surface normal, respectively. The PASA curve
is given by6

\v52Ei1~K i1DK1Ni!
21N'

22uenu, ~2!

where en are the bound-state energies andN5(Ni ,N') is
the surface two-dimensional reciprocal lattice vector ex-
changed in the resonance process, whereNi andN' are the
components parallel and perpendicular to the scattering
plane, respectively. Note that squared wave-vector quantities
are given in energy units (\2/2m51) and that the phonon
dispersion curve enters via\v(DK). The FIR effect can be
stated in the form of a very simple kinematical condition
obtained by equating Eqs.~1! and~2! as well as their deriva-
tives; this results in the following expression for the final
scattering angle:13

tan2Q f5
uenu2N2

Ni
2 . ~3!
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A very important result is that the condition for the FIR
scattering angleQ f depends neither upon incident energy
Ei nor on the incident angleQ i . It depends only on the
bound-state energyen and the surface reciprocal lattice vec-
tor N exchanged in the resonance process. Those properties
make the observation of the FIR effect rather easy, in prin-
ciple. However, due to the competition of the other reso-
nance and focusing effects quoted in the Introduction, a care-
ful study of the angular distributions is needed in order to
pinpoint the FIR effect. Since, under FIR conditions, the
resonance enhancement of inelastic processes extends over a
finite portion of the SC, a signature of the FIR effect can be
found also in the TOF spectra, as we shall see in Sec. V.

Taking into account the scattering geometry of the appa-
ratus used in this work, namely, a fixed right angle between
the incoming and the outgoing beam, the FIR condition can
be rewritten in terms of the incident angle. If the bound-state
energies would be known to high accuracy, Eq.~3! can be
used to predict the locus of all possible FIR conditions. How-
ever, in this case the bound-state energies have uncertainties
on the order of 10%, so this equation can serve only as a
guide toward the angular regions where the FIR should be
searched for. The coordinates for possible tangency points in
terms of surface phonon energy\v and surface parallel
wave-vector transferDK ~dispersion space! are given by

\v52Ei1
~ uenu2N2!~ uenu2N'

2 !

Ni
2 , ~4!

DK52Ei
1/2sinQ i1

uenu2N2

Ni
. ~5!

They depend on the bound-state energiesuenu, the reciprocal
lattice vectorN, the incident beam energyEi , and the inci-
dent angleQ i . Equations~4! and~5! can be used to map out
the locus of the FIR conditions for each particular incident
angle by varying the incident energy. When this locus inter-
cepts a Rayleigh mode dispersion curve, the conditions for a
focused inelastic resonance are fulfilled.

III. EXPERIMENT

The apparatus employed for helium-atom scattering
~HAS! experiments is shown schematically in Fig. 1 and
described briefly below. Additional technical details have
been given previously.16,17 The He beam is produced by a
continuous free jet expansion of helium gas from a nozzle
located in the source chamber; the beam then passes through
a skimmer into the chopper chamber after which it passes
through two stages of differential pumping before entering
into the scattering region where collisions with the crystal
surface take place. The angle between the incidentQ i and
final Q f outgoing scattering beams is fixed at 90°
(Q i1Q f590°). Following the scattering, the helium atoms
pass through three stages of differential pumping, finally en-
tering into a detector chamber where their flux is measured
by a homemade efficient magnetic mass spectrometer oper-
ated in a single-ion counting mode.

There are two modes of operation:9,18 ~i! with the chopper
out of the beam path and~ii ! with the chopper in the beam
path. For the former, there is no energy analysis of the scat-

tered beam and the measurements of the intensity versus in-
cident angleQ i ~angular resolution is about 0.1°) for fixed
incident wave vectork i ~see Fig. 1! produce the angular dis-
tributions. They usually contain high-intensity elastic specu-
lar and Bragg diffraction peaks that provide structural infor-
mation about the surface. Additionally, much weaker
structures with intensities that are often several orders of
magnitude less intense than the specular peak are often ob-
served between the diffraction peaks. These features often
correspond to elastic~SA! bound-state resonances, inelastic
~PASA! resonances, and phonon KF.12

In the second mode of operation, with the incident beam
chopped, TOF spectra are measured that often exhibit sharp
peaks with energy losses corresponding to either inelastic
single phonon, diffuse elastic, or diffuse multiphonon inelas-
tic scattering. The phonon features in the TOF spectra, mea-
sured at different sets of fixed incident and final scattering
anglesQ i andQ f , when converted to energy transfer and
DK space provide the surface phonon dispersion curves.
Their intensity is often strongly modulated by inelastic reso-
nances from the bound states between the He and the surface
such as, for example, when the FIR conditions are met.

The NaCl crystal19 used in this work had dimensions of
6310310 mm3 and was mounted on an oxygen-free high-
conductivity ~OFHC! holder attached to the manipulator.
Prior to the cleave, the target chamber was baked to about
200 °C for about 15 h. The sample was cleavedin situ at
scattering chamber pressures near the mid 10211 mbar range
by closing two jaws externally driven into two notches cut
into the NaCl crystal.

The temperature of the crystal during measurements and
routine bakeouts was controlled by removing heat with a
liquid-helium cold finger~which was coupled to the sample

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the experimental arrangement show-
ing the incident (Q i) and scattered (Q f) angles along with the main
components of the instrument. The vacuum system consists of the
He source with the nozzle of 10mm, skimmer, chopper chamber,
target chamber, and detector chamber. The additional differential
pumping stages between the chambers have been omitted. See Ref.
16 for more details.
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holder by means of an OFHC braid! and supplying heat
through a resistively heated filament mounted immediately
behind the sample holder. The crystal temperature was mea-
sured by a NiCr/Ni thermocouple located in a small hole
drilled into the side of the crystal.

The manipulator allows the surface of the crystal to be
aligned into the proper orientation by permitting translation
in the x, y, andz directions, azimuthal rotation, and adjust-
ment of the angle of tilt. The manipulator itself was mounted
on a differentially pumped rotary feedthrough so that the
scattering angle could be adjusted without disturbing the
alignment of the crystal.

The incident He beam energy could be varied from about
8 to 60 meV, with an energy width of about 2% full width at
half maximum, by controlling the temperature and the pres-
sure of the nozzle beam source.20 For the measurements re-
ported here the energies ranged from about 9 to 53 meV,
corresponding to incident wave vectors of 4.2–10.0 Å21,
respectively.

Angular distributions were measured in the^110& direc-
tion for different crystal temperatures and incident wave vec-
tors. A series of TOF spectra were also measured under simi-
lar conditions. The measurements were concentrated around
those angular and energy regions where the theory predicts
the FIR to most likely occur.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR THE FIR
PHENOMENON IN ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

The nominal bound-state energies of He on NaCl~001!
were previously determined to beuenu57.2, 3.7, 1.6, and 0.4
meV.4,14,21,22 However, the conditionuenu>N2, required
from Eq. ~3! for the existence of the FIR, limits the possible
values ofN andn. Thus only the three lowest bound states
of 4He on NaCl~001! are accessible with the present appara-
tus. The corresponding theoretical FIR angles calculated
from Eq. ~3!, for each of these combinations ofuenu andN

values and for the scattering plane in the^110& direction, are
listed in Table I.

Near the listed FIR angles sharp intensive features are
expected in the angular distributions. Since the incident en-
ergy range available on this instrument is limited between 8
and 60 meV not all of these FIR features can be observed
experimentally. In order to provide an experimental proof of
the FIR effect we directed our attention to theN5~1,0! reso-
nance atQ i536.2° with the bound stateue1u53.7 meV that
should appear within the first Brillouin zone at the incident
momentum of about 4.73 Å21 ~Ref. 23! since it can be eas-
ily accessed by the experiment.

As a first step to find this resonance a sequence of angular
distributions were measured for the incident wave vectors
ranging from 4.29 to 6.07 Å21 ~Fig. 2! with the scattering
plane along thê110& direction and with the surface kept at a
constant temperatureTS5300 K. Indeed, besides the large
specular and diffraction peaks and the ordinary resonances,
which exhibit a regular shift in peak position with the inci-
dent momentum, two featuresat constant anglesindepen-
dent of the incident energy at aroundQ i537.2° and 38.0°
are clearly discernible in Fig. 2. The energy analysis de-
scribed in Sec. V enabled us to assign these peaks to the KF
and the FIR, respectively. Note that the FIR peak is some-
what shifted from the predicted value of 36.2°. The KF peak
at 37.2° is visible in the whole measured incident momentum
range with some small mixing with other peaks or fluctua-

TABLE I. Predicted FIR incident angles for the lowest three
bound states (uenu) of He-NaCl~001! and for different surface two-
dimensional reciprocal lattice vectors exchanged in the resonance
processN ~the distance in the reciprocal space between two lattice
points is taken to be 1.57 Å21). The FIR angles are obtained from
Eq. ~3! with Q i590°2Q f . The uncertainties in the bound-state
energies cause the corresponding uncertainties in the FIR angles of
about 3°. Thus the predictions can give us only approximately the
region where the FIR should be sought.

n uenu ~meV! N Q i
FIR ~deg!

0 7.260.1a,b ~1,0! 25.0
~1,1! 27.8
~2,0! 57.7
~2,1! 68.9

1 3.760.4a,b,c ~1,0! 36.2
~1,1! 46.6

2 1.660.1a ~1,0! 63.8

aReference 21.
bReference 14.
cReference 4.
dReference 22.

FIG. 2. Series of angular distributions showing the intensity of
He scattering from NaCl~001!^110& as a function of incident angle
Q i for 23 different values of wave vectorski . The target tempera-
ture was 300 K and the features at values ofQ i537.2° and
Q i538.0° represent the KF and the FIR features, respectively, the
latter being the resonance sought in the work.
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tions in the intensity, while the FIR peak at 38.0° is appre-
ciable just above ki54.65 Å21 and vanishes above
ki55.56 Å21. In Fig. 3~a! we show another measurement of
the angular distribution forki54.73 Å21 at a crystal tem-
perature of 200 K. The lower temperature as compared to
Fig. 2 improves the signal-to-noise resolution, showing
clearly the FIR and the KF features together with some peaks
easily assigned to SA resonances symbolized byNn @peak
2-~1,1! 3 resonance, peak 4-~1,1! 2 resonance, and peak
6-~1,0! 2 resonance#. The identification of the peaks labeled
1, 3, and 5 requires a more extensive experimental analysis,
which was not done because these peaks were not likely
candidates for the FIR. In Fig. 3~b! we display an angular
distribution taken at a sample temperature of 90 K for
ki55.06 Å21, where the FIR effect exhibits a dramatic in-
crease in intensity with respect to the KF peak. In general,
resonance effects such as FIR take advantage of the reso-

nance sharpening and the enhancement due to the Debye-
Waller factor at low temperature. In the present case, how-
ever, the KF at 37.2° is associated with phonon annihilation
processes, while the FIR involves the phonon creation pro-
cesses and therefore the former is strongly decreased at low
temperature with respect to the latter.

The FIR kinematics for this particular case are shown in
Fig. 4 together with the dispersion curves of the Rayleigh
wave ~RW! ~dashed line!.21 The FIR locus forQ i538°, as
calculated from Eqs.~4! and~5!, is shown as well as the scan
curves for the incident anglesQ i538° and 37°~SC38° and
SC37°, respectively!. The scan curves are for the incident
momentumki54.73 Å21, which was used for the angular
distribution shown in Fig. 3 and also for the TOF measure-
ments presented in Sec. V. Theki54.73 Å21 was obtained
from the sine approximation of the RW and it was taken as
the best first choice. In Fig. 5 a magnification of the region
where the FIR locus intersects the RW dispersion curves,
corresponding to the inset of Fig. 4, is also given. The scan
curve in Fig. 5, labeled by SC, is for the incident momentum
ki54.73 Å21 and the incident angleQ i538°. The inelastic
resonance curve forue1u53.4 meV is labeled by PASA in
Fig. 5. It should be mentioned that experimentally the small
shift of the crossing point of SC and the PASA curve with
the RW cannot be observed since the PASA curve and the
SC are overlapped when intersecting the RW. This is prima-
rily caused by the energy resolution of the beam ('2%). In
the region displayed by Fig. 4, the locus of the FIR condition
intersects the RW at three points 0, 1, and 2. It means that
there are three different incident beam energies at the same
angle Q i538° that satisfy the FIR condition. Point

FIG. 3. Angular distributions for NaCl~001!^110& taken at low
temperatures:~a! This spectrum, forTsample5200 K andki54.73
Å21, shows a much better signal-to-noise resolution as compared to
the room-temperature angular distribution in Fig. 2 atki54.73
Å21. The other features labeled by 2, 4, and 6 are assigned to
inelastic bound-state resonances~see the text!. Peaks 1, 3, and 5
were outside the range of the FIR investigation and are not identi-
fied. ~b! At an even lower temperature (T sample590 K! the FIR
peak becomes much larger than the KF peak, the latter being asso-
ciated with the phonon annihilation, the first with the phonon cre-
ation processes. A small shift of the FIR peak at 90 K to 38.8° is
caused by the increase of the reciprocal lattice vector at low tem-
peratures@see Eq.~3!#.

FIG. 4. Energy transfer vs parallel momentum transfer plot for
NaCl~001!^110& showing the Rayleigh waves~RW! surface phonon
dispersion curve~Ref. 21! and the locus of the FIR condition for the
bound stateue1u53.4 meV and the incident angleQ i538°, which
corresponds to this bound state according to Eq.~3!. The scan
curves~SC! are shown forQ i537° and 38° andki54.73 Å21. It
should be noted that the FIR locus curve is plotted forQ i538° and
crossing of the SC37° with it has no physical meaning. The region
shown by the inset is expanded and discussed further in Figs. 5
and 6.
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2, corresponding toki54.0 Å21, cannot be adequately ex-
plored with our apparatus because the lowest wave vector
accessible with the present configuration is about 4.1 Å21. It
was the region between points 0 and 1 that could be carefully
studied in this work.

In Fig. 6 we present, besides the RW and the FIR locus
curves shown in Fig. 5, 23 scan curves for the same incident
angleQ i538° and the different incident momentaki from
4.29 up to 6.07 Å21 corresponding to all of the measured
angular distributions shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, the scan
curve has a triple intersection with the RW dispersion curve
~point 1, Fig. 5! at ki54.9 Å21. As explained earlier, if the
RW had been drawn as a sine curve, which is somewhat
wider than the experimental RW, the triple intersection
would be atki54.73 Å21.

The FIR peak is observable in the angular distributions up
to ki55.56 Å21. It disappears when the FIR locus enters the
bulk acoustic band on the creation side at values of the inci-
dent wave vector above 5.6 Å21, the part of the FIR locus
curve that lies under the point 0 in Fig. 5. Between points 0
and 1 the FIR peak is rather intense and sharp since the FIR
locus is close to the RW and, as will be explained in Sec. V,
the resonance condition is nearly fulfilled, thus causing an
enhancement in scattering intensity. Therefore, the peak ob-
served at 38° in the angular distribution is associated with
the FIR effect predicted at 36.2° in Table I forN5(1,0) and
a nominal bound-state energy of 3.7 meV. The experimen-
tally determined FIR angle enables us to refine the value of

ue1u to 3.460.1 meV. We provide additional evidence for
this choice in Sec. V.

On the other hand, the scan curve SC37° is tangent to the
RW curve atDK'2.2 Å21 ~see Fig. 4!. This leads to a KF
condition giving an asymmetric peak in the angular
distribution,12 as seen in Fig. 3, atQ i537.2°. Thus the peak
observed at this angle is ascribed to be a KF singularity. The
fact that this peak, like a genuine FIR, does not shift with
ki is somewhat surprising. However, this behavior is easily
understood by the set of scan curves of Fig. 7 corresponding
to a fixed incident angle of 37.2° and different values of
ki . They are all almost tangent to the RW curve around
DK'2.2 Å21. This kind of bunching of the scan curves for
a given Q i and DK and variable ki occurs when
](\v)/]ki50 in Eq. ~1!, namely, when

ki5
sinQ i

cos2Q i
DK. ~6!

The surprising fact is that this happens by coincidence for
certain values ofQ i andDK close to a KF condition.

V. FIR IN TIME-OF-FLIGHT SPECTRA

Given the bound-state energies, the condition for the final
scattering angle for which a FIR will occur is given by Eq.
~3! and with this information we expect a peak in the angular
distribution as a signature for the FIR. As noted in the pre-
ceding section and in Table I, the uncertainties in the bound-
state energies lead to similar uncertainties in the prediction
of FIR angles and makes it difficult to separate FIR from
other features such as the KF. In this section we show that
the analysis of TOF spectra may convincingly help in the

FIG. 5. Plot of the locus of the FIR condition for the bound state
ue1u53.4 meV and an incident angleQ i538° for NaCl~001!^110&
in an expanded view from Fig. 4. The figure includes the PASA
curve ~long-dashed line! as well as the scan curve~SC, solid line!
plotted for the incident momentumki54.73 Å21 used in the angu-
lar distribution~Fig. 3! and TOF~Fig. 8! measurements. The calcu-
lated Rayleigh waves~RW! ~short-dashed line! and the locus of the
FIR ~dotted line! are given for the FIR condition satisfied at point 1.

FIG. 6. Plot of the locus of the FIR condition for the bound state
ue1u53.4 meV as in Fig. 5. Besides the FIR locus and the Rayleigh
wave~RW!, the scan curves corresponding to a fixed incident angle
Q i538.0° and different values ofki are plotted. The scan curves
are for the same 23 values of wave vector as in Fig. 2
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assessment of the FIR effect. A representative set of inelastic
TOF spectra~converted to an energy transfer scale! is shown
in Fig. 8. The six spectra are taken with the same incident
momentumki54.73 Å21 but with different incident angles,
ranging from 36.0° to 41.0°, with the final angle being
Q f590°2Q i . The most intense signals come from the Ray-
leigh waves~RW1 for DK negative and RW2 forDK posi-
tive! when the incident angleQ i is around 38°, where the
FIR condition is fulfilled. Since the FIR condition implies a
tangency between the scan and PASA curves, all the inelas-

tic processes within an extended segment of the SC get en-
hanced~the segment where the SC and the PASA curve are
overlapped!. This is different from the ordinary resonance
enhancement where only isolated phonons are involved. The
extension of the phonon spectrum encompassed by the SC
segment that shows FIR enhancement depends first of all on
the intrinsic width of the resonance and also on the energy
spread of the incident beam.24 For example, at the points
where the SC and the PASA curve in Fig. 5 intersect the
RW2 at DK'0.25 Å21 the energy divergence between
these two curves is lower than 0.2 meV. Because there is a
small but finite width in the incident beam energy, which in
this case is about 0.25 meV~see Sec. III! the SC still over-
laps the PASA curve atDK'0.25 Å21 and hence the reso-
nance conditions are nearly satisfied also for RW2. Indeed,
one can see in Fig. 8 that the entire spectral region including
RW1, RW2, and the bulk acoustic band in between is en-
hanced around 38°, the maximum integrated intensity occur-
ring for Q i538.0°60.5°. Notice that in the angular distri-
bution, Fig. 3, the position of the FIR maximum is
determined with an accuracy better than 0.1°, which corre-
sponds, according to Eq.~3!, to a maximum deviation of
<0.1 meV in the bound-state energy. Thus the energy trans-
fer spectra of Fig. 8 do not provide any better information on
the FIR angle but help to precisely assign the peaks seen in
the angular distribution to the FIR effect and to distinguish it
from the KF feature.

Indeed, besides the FIR peak atQ i538°, one sees in the
angular distributions shown in Fig. 3 a peak atQ i537.2°,
which corresponds to KF. This is in agreement with the TOF
spectra measured atQ i536°,37°,38° and presented in Fig.
8. The peaks labeled by RW4 and RW5, corresponding in
Fig. 4 to the intersections of the scan curve with the RW

FIG. 8. Selected time-of-flight measurements
converted to energy transfer spectra for
NaCl~001!^110&. The incident wave vector for all
spectra iski54.73 Å21, which was the region
explored originally based on the RW having a
sine-curve shape. This panel of spectra shows the
measured dependence of the intensity of several
Rayleigh waves for several different incident
angles.

FIG. 7. Plot for surface dispersion curves for NaCl~001!^110&
showing scan curves for a range of incident wave vectors~from
4.45 to 5.93 Å21 as well as for 7.5 Å21). Those lying between
ki54.65 and 5.93 Å21 lead to KF features nearDK52.2 Å21,
while at ki57.5 Å21 the KF condition is no longer met. It is this
KF feature that produces the peak atQ i537.2°.
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curve nearDK'2.2 Å21, get closer and closer forQ i ap-
proaching 37.2° from below and disappear above this angle.
We conclude that the TOF spectra provide a clear signature
also for the KF effect.

VI. CONCLUSION

The experimental study of the FIR effect has been per-
formed on NaCl~001! by means of HAS. Evidence of such
an effect has been found in angular distributions and con-
firmed by TOF measurements. The theory predicts that the
angles at which a FIR occurs in the angular distribution is
independent of the incident momentum. The FIR in the
^110& direction, corresponding to the bound state
ue1u53.760.4 meV, was observed at an incident angle of
approximately 38° over a very wide range of incident ener-
gies. The observed FIR angle is slightly larger than the pre-
dicted value of 36.2°. Actually, this leads to a more precise
determination of theue1u, which has to be slightly smaller
and close to 3.4 meV.

Under FIR conditions an extended portion of the TOF
spectra is enhanced. The observation of such enhancement
within a small range of the incident angles provides further
evidence for the FIR effect. Such a cross-check may be use-
ful because not always the results of the angular distributions
alone allow for a definite conclusion about a FIR effect be-
cause of the competition with the KF. This is particularly
true in the present work, where the unusual case of a KF
independent onki was also observed~KF bunching!.

It is likely that the FIR effect, which is characterized by

quite a simple kinematics, has been accidentally observed
but not explained in some of the numerous inelastic HAS
studies carried out over the past 15 years in many laborato-
ries all over the world. For example, the anomalously large
resonance observed long ago in graphite~0001! ~Ref. 25!
and attributed to a complex inelastic process involving two
bound states~double resonance! have been shown to fulfill
exactly the FIR condition.13 Also the TOF spectrum from
LiF~001! along^100& atQ i530.7° reported by Benedek and
Toennies26 shows resonant features under approximate FIR
conditions. Indeed the FIR angle for LiF~001! in the 90°
scattering geometry for the out-of-plane~1,0! 0 resonance is
predicted atQ i531.5°. Finally, such FIR experiments are
expected to be helpful in establishing the interaction poten-
tial of He atoms with low index metal surfaces where selec-
tive adsorption resonances can hardly be detected and where
the FIR intensity is expected to be enhanced.13
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